
Preval SPrayer & acceSSorieS

sku 0267  |  Preval SPrayer
The Preval Sprayer is an aerosol-based spray system that allows the user to mix up any 
paint, chemical or solution and turn it in to sprayable material through Preval’s patented 
Venturri Vacuum Process. This process draws the medium from the attached reservoir 
and delivers a professional-grade finish on virtually any surface without mixing the 
propellant and medium together. This results in an unadulterated finish with no color 
change. The Preval Sprayer is a professional spray system for countless applications.

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  Easy replacement and cleanup with interchangeable

and disposable parts

•  Use with the medium of your choice and custom mix
your own colors

• Store medium in the included lidded containers

•  Great for DIY projects

•  Professional grade finish

•  Output Pressure: 70 psi

•  Proudly made in the USA!

SPrayer includeS:
1 | Preval Power Unit

1 | 6 oz. Glass Jar

1 | Container Lid

1 | Spray Nozzle

1 | Dip Tube with Filter

caSe Quantity

EACH | 1

CASE | 12

MASTER CASE | 48

sku 0268  |  Preval Power unit
The Preval Power Unit is the power source behind every Preval Sprayer which allows 
the user to mix up any paint, chemical or solution and turn it in to sprayable material 
through Preval’s patented Venturri Vacuum Process.

caSe Quantity

EACH | 1

CASE | 12

MASTER CASE | 48

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  Atomizes ~16 oz. of material

•  Output Pressure: 70 psi

•  Easily attaches to our Glass or Plastic Jars

•  Replacement dip tube included.

•  Proudly made in the USA!

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval SPrayer & acceSSorieS

sku 0225  |  Preval 2Pack
Deliver twice the spray with the Preval 2 Pack : two complete Preval Spray Systems 
in one money-saving package. The Preval Spray System is a professional grade 
spray system that is good for countless applications. It’s disposable, recyclable, 
easy to clean, and, best of all, no compressor is needed. The Preval Sprayer’s 
patented venturri vacuum process pulls liquid from any compatible, removable, 
and refillable container and delivers a professional-grade spray stream to virtually 
any surface. It’s amazing.

sku 0227  |  Preval ProPack
The Preval Pro Pack is a great value pack for any project. Perfect for large projects 
or requirements involving multiple colors, the ProPack is perfect for your spraying 
needs. The Preval Pro Pack is a professional grade spray system that is good for 
countless applications. It’s disposable, recyclable, easy to clean, and, best of all, 
no compressor is needed. The Preval Sprayer’s patented venturri vacuum process 
pulls liquid from any compatible, removable, and refillable container and delivers 
a professional-grade spray stream to virtually any surface.

valPack includeS:
1 | Preval Sprayer Unit
2 | Power Units
8 | Kosmos/Spray Buttons 
1 | vGrip
4 | 6 oz. Glass Jars
4 | 6 oz. Plastic Jars
4 | 3 oz. Plastic Jars
16 | Dip Tubes 
8 | Bottle Lids 

2Pack includeS:
2 | Preval Sprayer Units
2 | Glass Jars
2 | Long Dip Tubes 
2 | Kosmos/Spray Buttons

ProPack includeS:
2 | Preval Sprayer Units
1 | vGrip
2 | Glass Jars
2 | Long Dip Tubes 
2 | Kosmos/Spray Buttons

sku 0223  |  Preval valPack
The Preval team introduces our best value for your home, workshop, garage or job 
site. The Preval ValPak is a complete assortment of Preval Sprayers and Sprayer 
accessories. This cost-effective kit provides everything you need to apply multiple types 
of paints, chemicals, finishes, coatings and most other liquid mediums in a multitude 
of preparation, touch-up and maintenance applications. Ideal for commercial and DIY 
projects, every Preval Power Unit atomizes up to 16 oz. of virtually any liquid without 
mixing the propellant into your chosen medium thereby leaving you with unadulterated 
finishes with no change in color. Included with the ValPak kit are an assortment of 
accessories including extra reservoirs that enable you to switch easily between different 
liquids for different projects. Once the project is over, store the remaining material in 
our reservoirs for later use. 

caSe Quantity
CASE | 4

caSe Quantity
CASE | 4

caSe Quantity
CASE | 4
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Preval SPrayer & acceSSorieS

sku 0269  |  6 oz. GlaSS Jar
Our 6 oz. Glass Jar is shatter resistant, easy to clean, reusable, recyclable and virtually 
indestructible. Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0269-uPc  |  6 oz. GlaSS Jar w/ 
          white Poly lid and uPc

Our 6 oz. Glass Jar is shatter resistant, easy to clean, reusable, recyclable and virtually 
indestructible. Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
CASE | 12

caSe Quantity
CASE | 12

sku 3005-1  |  vGriP (12-Pack) 
The Preval vGrip is a gun handle with an ergonomic trigger that snaps onto the Preval 
Sprayer with ease. The vGrip will also work on most standard aerosol cans. 

vGrip takes the pain out of spraying aerosols. Daily aerosol users — professionals or 
hobbyists — may experience pain to parts of their actuating finger(s) which can lead 
to numbness, tingling, weakness or muscle damage in the hand and fingers similar to 
carpal tunnel syndrome — a condition in which there is long term pressure on the user’s 
median nerve.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 12 
CASE | 144

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval SPrayer & acceSSorieS

sku 0267-6  |  Preval SPrayer 6-Pack diSPlay
A retail countertop display, this product contains six complete Preval Sprayer units; 
each Sprayer includes one Preval Power Unit, one 6 oz. Glass Jar, and a dip tube to 
transfer the product to be sprayed.

Our Sprayers use our patented Venturri Vacuum Process to deliver any coating, paint 
or finish with precision and color customization. Simply mix your own material, thin 
to the proper ratio, and fulfill all of your spraying needs. 

All Preval Products are proudly made in the USA! 

sku 0268-9  |  Preval Power unit 9-Pack diSPlay
The Preval Power Unit is the pressurized replacement unit for the Preval Sprayer, this 
retail countertop display contains nine individual units. Ideal for in-the field automotive 
touch-ups, every Preval Power Unit secures to a recyclable glass bottle and atomizes 
virtually any color-matched paint, formula, or solution with consistent results. Unlike 
most other aerosol paints, each Preval Power Unit uses just 1.97 oz. of eco-friendly 
propellant to spray up to 16oz. of liquid. Easily attaching to our line of product containers, 
the Power Unit allows for rapid interior and exterior automotive coating applications.      

caSe Quantity
CASE | 6 Sprayers

caSe Quantity
CASE | 9 Power Units

SPrayer includeS:
1 | Preval Power Unit

1 | 6 oz. Glass Jar

1 | Container Lid

1 | Spray Nozzle

1 | Dip Tube with Filter

Power unit 
includeS:
1 | Preval Power Unit

1 | Spray Nozzle

1 | Dip Tube with Filter

sku 0271-1  |  Preval touch-uP JarS
The 2.94 oz. Preval Touch-Up Jars are solvent-proof and ideal for multi-color applications. 
Storing is now even easier, and each touch-up jar comes with its own label!

caSe Quantity
CASE | 4

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  Compliant with recent National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

(NESHAPs) (EPA Rule 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart 6H)
•  Compatible with both the vFan Spray System and the Preval Sprayer

•  Proudly made in the USA!
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Preval SPrayer & acceSSorieS

sku 0224-1  |  2-tiered touch-uP 
    & SPray diSPlay

This is the ultimate point-of-purchase display! It holds (12) Preval Sprayers, 
(12) Replacement Power Units, (12) 6-count packs of Touch Up Jars and (12)
vGrips. The display is designed to offer the consumer an easy way to take the
strain out of spraying, and shows our product line in one neat, convenient
stand that will look fantastic on your checkout stands!

sku 0251  |  Preval SPrayer diSPlay

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

diSPlay includeS:
12 | Preval Sprayer Units

12 | Preval Power Units

12 | vGrips

12 | Touch Up Jar 6-Packs

diSPlay includeS:
6 | Preval Sprayer Units

12 | Preval Power Units

12 | 6 oz. Glass Jars
This counter top point-of-purchase display holds (6) Preval Sprayers,
(12) Replacement Power Units, and (12) 6-ounce Glass Jars.
The display is designed to offer the consumer everything they need in one
neat, compact display that will look fantastic on your checkout stands,
shelves, or end caps!

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0100  |  vFan SPray SyStem
Our award-winning vFan Spray System is a professional portable airbrush 
system that delivers paints, chemicals, solvents or any other liquid 
medium imaginable without any adulterations or color shifts. The vFan 
Airbrush is the world’s first 0.9 mm airbrush which allows the user to fully 
control the flow from a 1/16" detailed line to a 3" fan pattern with total 
consistency and almost no overspray. For the first time, professionals can 
easily atomize any coating or liquid, on any project.

Our siphon-fed, dual-action, stainless steel and brass vFan Airbrush 
delivers professional results with our 150 Feet of Energy — a 2-in-1 
pocket aerosol compressor and duster — and also works with any 
standard compressor. The vFan Spray System is an all-in-one touch-
up system for precision painting, surface preparation, touch-ups and 
curing. We suggest using our 150 Feet of Energy with our EDU (not 
included) for long lasting use.

the vFan SPray 
SyStem includeS:

1 | vFan Airbrush

1 | 0.9 mm Fan Air Cap

1 | 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap 

2 | Cans of 150 Feet of 
 Energy

3 | Product Containers 
(6 oz., 3 oz. and 1 oz.)

1 | 6' Air Hose with 1/4" NPT

1 | Extra 0.9 mm Needle

1 | Pressure Tank Regulator 
for 150 Feet of Energy 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0965  |  Preval vFan ProPack
Our vFan Pro Pack is a professional airbrush system in 
a convenient pack. The vFan delivers paints, chemicals, 
solvents or any other liquid medium imaginable without 
any adulterations or color shifts. 

The vFan Airbrush is the world’s first 0.9 mm airbrush 
which allows the user to fully control the flow from a 1/16" 
detailed line to a 3" fan pattern with total consistency 
and almost no overspray.

the vFan ProPack
includeS:

1 | vFan Airbrush

1 | 0.9 mm Fan Air Cap

1 | 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap 

3 | Product Containers 
(6 oz., 3 oz. and 1 oz.)

1 | 6' Air Hose with 1/4" NPT

1 | Pressure Tank Regulator 
for 150 Feet of Energy 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0924  |  vFan Gravity SPray SyStem
Our vFan Gravity Spray System is a professional portable airbrush 
system that delivers just about any liquid medium. From paints to 
solvents, the vFan Gravity allows the user to fully control the flow from 
a 1/16" detailed line to a 3" fan pattern. Our professional spray system 
delivers the exact formula that you need without any adulterations or 
color shifts. With the vFan Gravity, gravity itself acts as a siphon for the 
product while retaining all of the versatility of our original vFan airbrush. 
Unlike other comparable gravity fed airbrushes, your medium is securely 
contained within the vFan Gravity’s reservoir using our threaded lid. This 
means that no matter how you hold the airbrush, professionals can get 
into those hard to reach places without wasting any material.

The dual-action system is powered by our 150 Feet of Energy (not 
included), a 2-in-1 pocket aerosol compressor and duster, and is also 
compatible with any standard compressor.

the vFan Gravity
SyStem includeS:

1 | vFan Gravity Airbrush

1 | 0.9 mm Fan Air Cap

1 | 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap 

2 | Product Containers 
(1 oz. each)

1 | 6' Air Hose with 1/4" NPT

1 | Pressure Tank Regulator 
for 150 Feet of Energy 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0917  |  vFan airBruSh
The vFan Airbrush is a professional portable airbrush that delivers paints, 
chemicals, solvents or any other liquid medium imaginable without 
any adulterations or color shifts. The vFan Airbrush is the world’s first 
0.9 mm airbrush which allows the user to fully control the flow from a 
1/16" detailed line to a 3" fan pattern with total consistency and almost 
no overspray. For the first time, professionals can easily atomize any 
coating or liquid, on any project at a fraction of the cost of most HVLP or 
air-less spray systems.

Our siphon-fed, dual-action, stainless steel and brass vFan Airbrush 
delivers professional results with our 150 Feet of Energy — a 2-in-
1 pocket aerosol compressor and duster — and also works with any 
standard air compressor. The vFan Airbrush is the solution for precision 
painting, surface preparation, touch-ups and curing.

the vFan includeS:
1 | vFan Airbrush

1 | 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap 

1 | 0.9 mm Fan Air Cap

1 | 0.9 mm Fluid Tip 

1 | 0.9 mm Needle 

1 | 1/4 oz gravity-fed 
Metal Cup 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1
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Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0168  |  Preval 150 Feet oF enerGy
Preval’s 150 Feet of Energy is a 2-in-1 pocket compressor and duster. As the popular 
power-source behind our vFan line of airbrushes, each compressor unit enables 
professional results with portable flexibility without the need for an electric air 
compressor. Each unit delivers 15-40 sq. ft. of paint coverage with enough cubic feet 
per minute to deliver a perfect finish using automotive paints, lacquers, urethanes, 
latex, clear coat, solvent-based paints and more. Our 150 Feet of Energy also work as 
powerful air dusters to blow out hard-to-reach spaces and reduce cleanup times. 

sku 0960  |  enerGy diSBurSement unit
If you need more than a quick touch-up, you will be impressed with our Preval Energy 
Disbursement Unit (EDU). The EDU delivers a long lasting, continuous spray from each 
of our 150 Feet of Energy units by increasing the liquid mass of each pressurized can.

Our EDU system, when filled about halfway with water, insulates our 150 Feet of 
Energy units and keeps our aerosols working at a consistent temperature to deliver 
a longer lasting, more continuous spray. This innovation gives you five times the 
spray duration than when using the 150 Feet of Energy alone. 

caSe Quantity

EACH | 1

CASE | 12

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0271-1  |  Preval touch-uP JarS
The 2.94 oz. Preval Touch-Up Jars are solvent-proof and ideal for multi-color applications. 
Storing is now even easier, and each touch-up jar comes with its own label!

caSe Quantity
CASE | 4

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  Compliant with recent National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

(NESHAPs) (EPA Rule 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart 6H)
•  Compatible with both the vFan Spray System and the Preval Sprayer

•  Proudly made in the USA!

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0900  |  6' air hoSe
Increase mobility and versatility with this 6' Air Hose. The stainless steel fittings 
and durable nylon braiding over rubber hosing hold up to any job.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  Extremely durable.

•  Attaches to most workshop compressors as well as all vFan adaptors.

• Designed to work with our Even-Flow Compressor and our 150 Feet of Energy.

sku 0923  |  Preval even-Flow comPreSSor
Our Even-Flow Compressor is the perfect partner. Designed to work perfectly 
with our vFan line of airbrushes, the Even-Flow Compressor is a medium-duty 
1/6 HP oil-less dual-piston compressor with a 60 psi maximum output rating. 
The dual-piston construction provides smooth consistent spray pattern for any 
project while weighing a mere 14 lbs. The automatic shut-off feature allows the 
compressor to temporarily power down while not in use. This decreases any 
heat-related moisture issues, minimizes overall motor wear and reduces total 
energy consumption.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

SPeciFicationS
1/6 Horsepower
Dual-Piston / Oil-less
Automatic Shut-Off Feature
60 psi Max Output Pressure
5 CFM at 20 psi
Runs on 120 Volts 

sku 0961  |  30' air hoSe
Strong, long and reliable, our 30' nylon-braided airbrush hose is designed to be 
used with our Even-Flow Compressor and our 150 Feet of Energy units.

The latex inner hose has superior flexibility and strength, an 1/8" inner diameter 
and a 1/4" female compressor attachment.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1
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Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0939  |  0.38 mm Standard air caP
Our brass-plated 0.38 mm Standard Air Cap* for the vFan or vFan Gravity is the 
perfect solution for those with enhanced detailed needs. The 0.38mm Standard Air 
Cap atomizes paints to nano sizes, enabling advanced airbrush artists to obtain 
incredible detail with a 1/32" line.

All of our air caps are made to work with our vFan line of airbrushes and are simple 
to attach thereby making it effortless to switch between spray patterns. They are 
designed to give your airbrush a finer, lighter and more detailed finish to achieve 
perfect professional results. Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0943  |  0.38 mm Fluid tiP
Achieve perfect paint flow with the vFan Airbrush by using our nickel plated silver 0.38 
mm Fluid Tip in conjunction with the 0.38 mm Needle and Air Cap.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0942  |  0.38 mm needle
Made of rust-resistant, machined stainless steel, our 0.38 mm Airbrush Needle for the 
vFan and vFan Gravity is ideal for delivering an even spray pattern and features a high-
polish, smooth finish for easy cleaning.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0905  |  0.66 mm Fan air caP
Our 0.66 mm Fan Air Cap* is made of plated brass and can create a fan pattern from 
1/4" up to 3" for professional painting results. All of our air caps are made to work 
with our vFan line of airbrushes and are simple to attach thereby making it effortless 
to switch between spray patterns. They are designed to give your airbrush a finer, 
lighter and more detailed finish to achieve perfect professional results. 

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0918  |  0.66 mm Fluid tiP
Achieve perfect paint flow with the vFan Airbrush by using our nickel plated silver 0.66 
mm Fluid Tip in conjunction with the 0.66 mm Needle and Air Cap.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0904  |  0.66 mm Standard air caP
Our 0.66 mm Standard Air Cap is made of plated brass and can create up to 1/24" 
hairline details for professional painting results. All of our air caps are made to work 
with our vFan line of airbrushes and are simple to attach thereby making it effortless 
to switch between spray patterns. They are designed to give your airbrush a finer, 
lighter and more detailed finish to achieve perfect professional results. 

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0956  |  0.9 mm Fan air caP
The 0.9 mm Fan Air Cap comes standard with all of our vFan line of airbrush. It is large 
enough to atomize metallic materials. Spray as much or as little detail as you like with 
the vFan or vFan Gravity.

This adjustable air cap must be used in conjunction with the 0.9 mm Needle and 0.9 
mm  Fluid Tip to deliver maximum material flow for large jobs or a minimal material 
flow for smaller jobs all with a wider spray pattern.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0957  |  0.9mm Standard air caP
The 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap comes standard with all of our vFan line of airbrushes. To 
obtain hairline details when airbrushing, our 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap must be used in 
conjunction with the 0.9 mm Needle and 0.9 mm Fluid Tip to deliver maximum material 
flow for larger jobs that demand hairline details.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0916  |  0.66 mm needle
Made of rust-resistant, machined stainless steel, our 0.66 mm Airbrush Needle for 
the vFan and vFan Gravity is ideal for delivering an even spray pattern and features 
a high-polish, smooth finish for easy cleaning.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0958  |  0.9 mm Fluid tiP
The 0.9 mm Fluid Tip comes standard with our vFan and vFan Gravity. Achieve 
perfect paint flow for a broad range of applications by using our nickel plated silver 
0.9 mm Fluid Tip in conjunction with the 0.9 mm Needle and either the 0.9 mm Fan 
Air Cap or 0.9 mm Standard Air Cap.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0959  |  0.9 mm needle
The 0.9 mm Needle comes standard with the vFan and vFan Gravity. it is made of rust-
resistant, machined stainless steel and is ideal for delivering an even spray pattern. It 
features a high-polish, smooth finish for easy cleaning. 

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0901  |  valve SPrinG
These replacement Valve Springs are essential for valve closure and proper trigger 
release. Keep spares on hand to ensure your projects with our vFan line of airbrushes 
can continue uninterrupted.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0902  |  needle SPrinG
Made of quality materials, these replacement Needle Springs are essential for valve 
closure and proper trigger release. Keep spares on hand to ensure your projects with 
our vFan line of airbrushes can continue uninterrupted.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0907  |  SPrinG houSinG
This specially designed Spring Housing holds the trigger spring inside the shell to 
provide constant tension control for the Rocker Assembly. The cross-hatch design 
ensures that the spring tension can be easily adjusted to your preference.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0914  |  valve PlunGer
Our Valve Plunger is the key to controlling airflow effectively when depressing the 
vFan or vFan Gravity’s Trigger Assembly. This plunger is precision-made for smooth, 
reliable action.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0906  |  PackinG aSSemBly
How can our vFan line of airbrushes work with water-based, solvent-based and 
oil-based finishes? The Packing Assembly is protected with a proprietary solvent-
proof coating therefore providing a smooth, solvent-proof seal around your vFan or 
vFan Gravity needle. This keeps possibly corrosive material from damaging other 
components within the airbrush.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0908  |  rocker aSSemBly
Made of plated brass for durability and easy cleaning, the Rocker Assembly for the 
vFan and vFan Gravity holds the needle in line to ensure the functionality of the 
airbrush and pivots for enhanced triggering action.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0915  |  triGGer aSSemBly
Our Trigger Assembly enables complete control of airflow and material for the 
vFan and vFan Gravity. Its smooth finish and machined finger-ridge grip provides a 
comfortable and easy-to-control method of application.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0909  |  needle locknut
This Needle Locknut ensures that the airbrush needle of the vFan or vFan Gravity is 
firmly connected to the rocker assembly.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0925  |  vFan Solid needle Protector
A sealed container to protect the spray needles of your vFan Airbrush when they are not 
in use.

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0926  |  PreSSure tank reGulator valve
This Pressure Tank Regulator Valve attaches to both the Preval Air Hose and the 150 
Feet of Energy unit to regulate and change the spray pressure.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0929  |  adaPter (tc & BadGer to Preval)
Are you still using another company’s airbrush?

This easy-to-attach, screw-in Preval Hose Adapter is made of stainless steel and 
connects the Preval Air Hose and the 150 Feet of Energy unit to your Badger™ or  
TC™ airbrush.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0930  |  adaPter (iwata to Preval)
Can’t get rid of your current airbrush?

This easy-to-attach, screw-in Preval Hose Adapter is made of stainless steel and 
connects the Preval Air Hose and the 150 Feet of Energy unit to your Iwata™ airbrush.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0931  |  Quick-diSconnect
Save time with the Quick-Disconnect attachment for our vFan line of airbrushes. Once 
attached to the air hose, the cross-hatched design of the Quick-Disconnect makes it easy 
to switch between airbrushes for multiple uses. Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

FeatureS and BeneFitS include:
•  2-piece screw-in Connection

•  Cross-hatched grip for easy removal

• Sturdy brass design for repeated use

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0940  |  handle & StoP
This Handle and Stop Assembly is recommended for exact control of your material 
output. Set the lock into position and control the volume with every pull of the 
trigger.  The lock-stop handle  enables you to regulate the material volume of the 
vFan or vFan Gravity to achieve consistent output and line width with each pass.

Proudly made in the USA! 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0903  |  “o” rinG For handle 
Easy to replace, this “O” Ring — made of high quality rubber that resists breakdown 
— for our vFan line of airbrushes sits between the handle and airbrush body to ensure 
the handle remains snug.

Proudly made in the USA! 

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0932  |  adaPter with PackinG 
 For multiPle airBruSheS

For use with the Quick-Disconnect attachment, this simple quick-release attachment 
works with any vFan airbrush to make it easy to switch between airbrushes on large 
projects or to perform a quick cleanup.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0910  |  “o” rinG For valve adaPter
The “O” Ring is made of high quality rubber and keeps the Valve Adapter in place.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0911  |  “o” rinG For valve PlunGer
This “O” ring  is made of high quality rubber and seals the valve plunger of the 
vFan Airbrush and the vFan Gravity protecting it against air leaks within the valve 
assembly.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0945  |  cut-away aluminum handle 
  with “o” rinG

Our lightweight, durable Cut-Away Aluminum Handle in “cadmium red” lets you 
personalize the look of your vFan Airbrush, just simply sand the handle with a 220 grit 
piece of sand paper and apply any color you want.  Popular with Plasti Dip® users.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0912  |  wrench
This Wrench for the vFan and vFan Gravity is perfectly sized to remove the fluid tips 
without stripping the fitting.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0913  |  allen wrench
This Allen Wrench for the vFan and vFan Gravity is perfectly sized to remove the air 
valves without stripping the fitting.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0934  |  airBruSh cleaninG kit - Set oF  7
Keep your vFan airbrushes clean as a whistle with our Airbrush Cleaning Kit designed 
with a non-ammonia-based head brush set.  The kit includes seven brushes to scrub out 
the various components of your vFan or vFan Gravity enabling you to easily keep it clean 
and clog-free between projects. Proudly made in the USA!

All seven brushes are of different sizes and attach to a single ring. 

Follow this link to learn How to Clean Your Airbrush: http://youtu.be/aN-zhNkX598

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0933  |  deluxe airBruSh hanGer
Stay organized at your work bench.  This portable Deluxe Airbrush Hanger attaches 
and detaches easily to any table with an adjustable clamp to secure up to four vFan 
airbrushes at a time.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0919  |  1/4 oz. metal cuP
This easy-to-fill-and-attach brass 1/4 oz. Metal Cup for the vFan Airbrush is excellent for 
spraying a small amount of paint, cleaning solvents and touching up small areas.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0920  |  1/2 oz. vFan GlaSS Jar aSSemBly
Made of glass for easy cleanup, this 1/2 oz. Glass Jar allows for quick color mixing 
and easily connects to the vFan Airbrush.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021



Preval vFan & acceSSorieS

sku 0921  |  1 oz. vFan GlaSS Jar aSSemBly
1 oz. Glass Jar makes the mixture of eco-friendly paints and solutions a snap. The 
connector’s top seals tightly to prevent leaks and easily attaches to the vFan Airbrush.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0927  |  3 oz. GaSket - Pack oF 6
Prevent jar leaks and maintain your vFan or vFan Gravity with this Six Pack of 3 oz. 
Gaskets.

Proudly made in the USA!

sku 0928  |  1 oz. GaSket - Pack oF 6
Prevent jar leaks and maintain your vFan or vFan Gravity with this Six Pack of 1 oz. 
Gaskets.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

Award Winning Products | www.preval.com | 877.753.0021
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sku 0955  |  3 oz. PlaStic Jar with cover 
 aSSemBly & diP tuBe - Pack oF 12

This bulk pack of 3 oz. plastic jars for the vFan airbrush are solvent and leak proof.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1

sku 0944  |  6 oz./3 oz. cover with connection
The 6 oz. or 3 oz. Cover with Connection works with all vFan airbrush product 
containers. A pick-up tube is included for both the 3 oz. and 6 oz. mixing jars.

Proudly made in the USA!

caSe Quantity
EACH | 1



re-GriP
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Pn36-7 |  re-GriP Small 
Re-Grip® is a universal solution to applying a new hand grip. Significantly i mproving t he f ew o ptions 
on the market, Re-Grip® uses strong, durable elastic material to provide mechanical and environmental 
protection while enhancing comfort for the user. It is ergonomic and reduces muscle fatigue while 
having non-slip properties for better control and safety. With its special patented design, Re-Grip® is easy 
for anyone to install. The elastic grip is held extended by an inner coil, forming a tube that fits over the 
handle. The user simply pulls a tab at the bottom to unwind the coil allowing the elastic grip to constrict 
and form around the handle.

Fit Over Clearance: 1.3"  |  Shrink range: .63" to 1.3"  |  Recommended Min. OD: .58"  |  Recommended Max. OD: 1.1"

Pn44-7 |  re-GriP medium 
Re-Grip® is a universal solution to applying a new hand grip. Significantly i mproving t he f ew o ptions 
on the market, Re-Grip® uses strong, durable elastic material to provide mechanical and environmental 
protection while enhancing comfort for the user. It is ergonomic and reduces muscle fatigue while 
having non-slip properties for better control and safety. With its special patented design, Re-Grip® is easy 
for anyone to install. The elastic grip is held extended by an inner coil, forming a tube that fits over the 
handle. The user simply pulls a tab at the bottom to unwind the coil allowing the elastic grip to constrict 
and form around the handle.

Fit Over Clearance: 1.6"  |  Shrink range: .76" to 1.6"  |  Recommended Min. OD: .69"  |  Recommended Max. OD: 1.5"

Pn61-7 |  re-GriP larGe 
Re-Grip® is a universal solution to applying a new hand grip. Significantly improving the few options 
on the market, Re-Grip® uses strong, durable elastic material to provide mechanical and environmental 
protection while enhancing comfort for the user. It is ergonomic and reduces muscle fatigue while 
having non-slip properties for better control and safety. With its special patented design, Re-Grip® is easy 
for anyone to install. The elastic grip is held extended by an inner coil, forming a tube that fits over the 
handle. The user simply pulls a tab at the bottom to unwind the coil allowing the elastic grip to constrict 
and form around the handle.

Fit Over Clearance: 2.1"  |  Shrink range: .98" to 2.2"  |  Recommended Min. OD: .88"  |  Recommended Max. OD: 1.8"

caSe Quantity 
EACH | 1

CASE | 8 

caSe Quantity 
EACH | 1

CASE | 8 

caSe Quantity

EACH | 1

CASE | 8 



re-GriP
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0253  |  re-GriP FLOOR DISPLAY
This POP displays 12 units and can be placed anywhere in a retail 

location. Re-Grip® is a universal solution to applying a new hand grip.
Significantly improving the few options on the market, Re-Grip® uses
strong, durable elastic material to provide mechanical and 
environmental protection while enhancing comfort for the user. It is 
ergonomic and reduces muscle fatigue while having non-slip 
properties for better control and safety. With its special patented design, 

Re-Grip® is easy for anyone to install. The elastic grip is held extended
by an inner coil, forming a tube that fits over the handle. The user 
simply pulls a tab at the bottom to unwind the coil allowing the elastic 
grip to constrict and form around the handle. 

DISPLAY INCLUDES

PN36-7 | 4 EACH

PN44-7 | 4 EACH

PN61-7 | 4 EACH

PN36-7 
Fit Over Clearance: 1.3" 

Shrink range: .63" to 1.3" 
Recommended Min. OD: .58"   
Recommended Max. OD: 1.1"

PN44-7 
Fit Over Clearance: 1.6"

Shrink range: .76" to 1.6"
Recommended Min. OD: .69"
Recommended Max. OD: 1.5"

PN61-7 
Fit Over Clearance: 2.1"

Shrink range: .98" to 2.2"
Recommended Min. OD: .88"
Recommended Max. OD: 1.8
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|  DIAMOND BAT GRIP

BETTER GRIP, BETTER SWING... No more struggling with tape. No Heat. 
No Glue. Diamond Bat Grip uses strong, durable material to provide a 
safe and comfortable non-slip grip to your bat. With its patented design, 
Diamond Bat Grip is easy to install. The user simply pulls a tab to 
unwind the coil allowing the grip to shrink and compress securely to 
size. Simply Slip, Zip, Diamond Grip.

Fit Over Clearance: 2" | Length: 11" | Weight: 1.5OZ  | Thickness: 1.1mm | fits all bats and rackets

caSe Quantity 
EACH | 1

CASE | 6

MASTER | 24 

available colors:

blue RED pinkblack white greenGrey

sku 7511 sku 7512 sku 7515sku 7500 sku 7513 sku 7516sku 7514




